We are almost there! Just a few more weeks and more assignments than days left! However, with a little extra coffee and a lot less sleep, we will make it through! Then we have a month filled with Netflix binges, PJ days and lots of time with friends and family! Be sure to take care of yourself and reach out if you need anything! This month we cover some great updates about recent events and spotlight our OUTSGA Representatives for the 2015-2016 school year! Also, don’t forget to order an amazing MSWSA t-shirt! We will not have a December meeting, but look forward to seeing all of your rested faces in January! Have a wonderful break!

Respectfully,
Kate Quinton

Spotlight 2015-2016 OUTSGA Representatives

Rachel Baluh Part-Time, Direct Practice, Graduate May 2018
Undergraduate Degree: Religion
Best Experience at OU: Being a graduate assistant, being selected Secretary for MSWSA
Goals after Graduation: I am wanting to become a medical social worker and hopefully be hired at a hospital, perhaps an ER or NICU. That’s the dream for now!
Interesting Fact about Me: I collect Gnomes. (Weird I know.) :)

Katherine Connor Part-Time, Direct Practice, Graduate May 2017
Undergraduate Degree: Mental Health Psych Degree
Goals after Graduation: Although my main goal at this time is just making it to graduation, I would like to pursue a career in medical social work, with veterans, or continue working with infants/toddlers and their families (I have worked for Early Head Start for over five years)

Lauren Turner Part-Time, ACP, Graduate May 2016
Undergraduate Degree: Family and Human Services
Best Experience at OU: I don’t know if there is a “best” experience but my practicum placements have been incredible. They have been a good fit for me and I have enjoyed being mentored by some of the best social workers in our community
Interesting Fact about Me: I just started doing standup comedy in my “spare time”

Spotlight

Thank you to everyone who donated canned food items and money to the Turley Community Center! Every donation is greatly appreciated!

Order an MSWSA T-Shirt & Hoodie!
See the order form attached in the email. Orders are due to an MSWSA Officer or Dr. Havig by December 11th!
Short Sleeve Shirts—$10
Long Sleeve Shirts—$15
Hoodie—$25

Lookout for our next newsletter in January!